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TOP 3 RISKS FOR REMOTE WORKERS

      Weak Passwords

RISK

One of the primary drivers for 
breaches on a global scale. Short or 
obvious passwords, as well as using 
the same password for multiple 
accounts, can make you vulnerable 
to hackers.

WHAT COULD HAPPEN?

A coworker alerted you of a 
suspicious message sent from your 
email account. After escalating the 
situation to your security team, 
they informed you that your email 
account had been compromised due 
to a weak password.

      Social Engineering Attacks

RISK

Remote workers can be especially vulnerable to 
phishing or voice-based phone call attacks since 
they are often responsible for their own security. 

WHAT COULD HAPPEN?

An urgent SMS text message appearing to come 
from HR requested confirmation of your bank 
account for direct deposit. After clicking the link 
and entering your information, you later received an 
overdraft notice and a suspicious activity alert from 
your bank. You notified HR and learned that they 
did not send the request, so you contacted the 
security team and your bank.
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ERROR 404
RELOAD HOME

      Outdated Systems/Software

RISK

Remote workers may not have  
access to a readily available in-house  
IT Team, automatic firmware,  
or patches, and may be working from  
older devices. A home wi-fi network  
may be less secure and can’t be  
protected by the company at all times.

WHAT COULD HAPPEN?

Your supervisor notified you that company trade secrets were stolen from your work laptop and
sold to competitors. An investigation revealed outdated software on your computer led to a 
vulnerability that allowed the hacker to gain access to this confidential data.
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Let us protect your firm from these threats  
as you or your staff work remotely (or in the office) -  

in only 66 minutes.

BobaGuard is a turn-key suite that provides a layered security  
approach to greatly reduce your chances of getting hacked.

Grow you practice without worry using the proven protection system  
that drastically reduces cybercriminals’ threats to your data  

(without having to spend your time figuring out the tech).

www.bobaguard.com/purchase-security/

Get BobaGuard Now!
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